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 5 At the back the process is somewhat simpler. 

After removing the dust cap, the circlip is freed and 

removed...

 6 ...and the hub bolts extracted...

 7 ...enabling each back axle half shaft to be 

removed...

 8 ...before taking out the back axle differential. 

Then it was over to Ashcroft Transmissions for the 

next stage in the process.

 9 At Ashcroft, the engineer made witness marks on 

the bearing caps with a centre punch so they could 

be refitted on same side and the right way round.

 10 Next he drove out the locking pins in the bearing 

adjusters so that the adjusters can be turned when 

the diff is reassembled later. The pins are left in 

place – no need to remove them completely.

 11 After unbolting the bearing cap bolts, they’re 

simply lifted off...

 12 ...and the bearing side adjustment nuts are 

removed.

 13 The differential crownwheel assembly can now 

be lifted out of the differential casing.

 14 Once out, remove the bolts holding the 

differential to the crownwheel...

 15 ...and, using a mallet, tap evenly around the 

perimeter of the crownwheel, which is a tight fit, 

until it’s free of the flange...

 16 ...and lift away the ‘old’ open diff. Note that the 

old bearings are left on the ends of the diff...

 1 The heading picture shows the two Quaife axle 

differentials as delivered to Ashcroft Transmissions. 

We also fitted a Quaife centre diff in the transfer 

box, and we’ll be covering that later. First DiXie, my 

Defender, was taken to Autoland 4x4, who removed 

and refitted the main units for Ashcroft.

 2 Autoland’s mechanic removed the front half 

shafts by detaching each front hub complete. There’s 

a bit of work involved, of course, including detaching 

steering arms.

 3 After clamping off the brake hoses, he removed 

them from the calipers and took off each front hub, 

complete with caliper assembly and half shaft still 

fitted at the outer end. On reassembly brake bleeding 

took a mere two pumps per side, but if you were 

concerned about it another approach would be to 

leave the hoses connected to the calipers, unbolt the 

calipers from the hubs and leave the calipers hanging 

in the wheel arches, taking care not to put any strain 

on brake hoses.

 4 After detaching the prop shaft, the fixing nuts 

were removed and the front differential was freed 

and lifted out ready for Ashcroft Transmissions to 

take away.

rather than clutch plates for its operation. 
So it’s silent, much smoother (because, 
unlike a conventional plate-type LSD, it 
never locks harshly with a set pre-load of 
wheel slip across the driven axle), works 

to a constantly varying degree (depending 
on requirements) and is fully automatic. 
Consequently you never need to stop and 
engage your diff lock, even where you’ve 
got one.

Those Land Rovers without advanced 
traction control can suffer from 
individual wheel slip. Quaife diffs 
prevent this and provide automatic, full-
time 4WD at all times. Here’s a pair of 
Quaife axle diffs being fitted at Ashcroft 
Transmissions.
 There was I, happily reversing a three-
tonne trailer load of logs down the garden. 
The ground was slightly boggy, the grass was 
slippery, and as soon as I hit a slight incline 
progress stopped and all drive went through 
one spinning wheel, courtesy of the standard 
differentials. So naturally, I locked the centre 
diff and tried again, this time achieving two 
spinning wheels instead of one.
 This brought home to me the difference 
between a traditional Land Rover with 
‘open’ diffs and a more modern torque-
sensing set-up. I then discovered that a 
purely mechanical solution can be achieved 
by fitting Quaife differentials.
 As a direct replacement for the standard, 
factory-fitted ‘open’ differential, Quaife’s 
Automatic Torque Biasing (ATB) Helical 
Limited Slip Differential (LSD) automatically 
directs torque away from a spinning wheel, 
across the axle to the other wheel. Unlike a 
conventional limited slip unit, it uses gears 

Quaife limited slip axle differentials
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HOW DO QUAIFE DIFFERENTIALS WORK?

Sets of floating helical gear pinions mesh 

to provide conventional differential action. 

If a wheel slips, torque bias is generated by 

the axial and radial thrusts of the pinions in 

their pockets. The resultant friction forces 

enable the differential to transmit a greater 

proportion of the torque to the appropriate 

wheel. The effect is progressive and at no 

stage does the differential lock solid, so 

you’ll never find the steering trying to plough 

straight ahead, as with other performance 

differentials.

 Quaife claim these diffs are true ‘fit and 

forget’ units. Indeed, they come with a lifetime 

guarantee. This means that unlike a conventional plate-type LSD, the Quaife ATB Helical LSD 

unit requires no special maintenance or rebuilds. Also, it only needs standard lubrication oil.

 27 ...as well as those in the caps. Check that each cap is 

properly bedded down into its thread before fitting and 

tightening each cap bolt. If you’re not as experienced as 

Ashcroft’s engineers it would be best to tighten each of 

the bolts with a spanner. Constantly check that the nut 

turns freely as each bolt is tightened up. The nut must 

turn freely even after the bearing cap is fully home.

 28 The process to be followed here is quite critical, 

but it’s logical when you think about it. The bearing 

adjuster on the opposite side to the crownwheel is 

backed off quite a long way, then the adjuster on the 

same side as the crownwheel...

 29 ...is tightened using the correct spanner, pushing 

the crownwheel against the pinion...

 30 ...until you can just feel no backlash between 

the prop shaft flange and the crownwheel when 

trying to turn one against the other. Then the 

adjustment nut on the opposite side is tightened 

up again, in effect pushing the crownwheel away 

from the pinion until you can just feel a little 

backlash. Admittedly, most of us wouldn’t feel 

confident judging what is and isn’t the right amount 

of backlash, in which case it’s best to follow the 

procedure described in the workshop manual.

 31 Another rather technical area is establishing that 

the crownwheel is in the correct position relative to the 

pinion. Ashcroft achieve this by applying engineers’ 

blue to four of the teeth on the crownwheel...

 32 ...and after turning the crownwheel so that the 

blued area is in contact with the pinion, work it 

backwards and forwards several times so that some 

of the blue is rubbed off. The resultant roughly oval 

patches are the areas of contact. Once again, it 

takes a certain degree of engineering experience to 

ascertain with certainty the actual area of contact.

 17 ...because we’ll be fitting new ones to the 

Quaife diff. It would be madness not to, in view of 

the amount of dismantling carried out and the cost 

of fitting the new diffs. 

 18 Each of the new bearings is pressed on using 

an hydraulic press and applying pressure only to the 

centre part of the bearing. 

 19 Now, with both new bearings fitted, the new 

Quaife diff (right) is ready to be built back up. 

Differentials that don’t have any torque-sensing or 

lock-up mechanism are known as ‘open’ diffs, and 

the standard diff (left) is quite literally open in the 

sense that you can see the gears inside, though 

that’s not what’s meant by ‘open’ in this context 

of course! It means that the diff will allow one 

wheel on an axle to sit stock still if the other one is 

spinning freely.

 20 The crownwheel is placed over the open jaws of 

the vice and the Quaife differential is lowered into 

position.

 21 All-new high tensile bolts are used, with 

thread lock applied. It’s not unheard of for 

bolts inside a differential to come loose, but it’s 

expensive and would potentially be very dangerous 

if it caused the diff to lock solid. So Ashcroft 

always fit new bolts.

 22 Holes and threads are perfectly aligned and 

each of the bolts is started off by hand before 

being tightened across opposite sides, first one 

side, then the other – though not fully tightened 

yet. NB Don’t leave the bolts, between first 

tightening and torquing them down, because 

otherwise the thread lock will go off (which it 

does as soon as air is excluded), and all you’ll 

do is break the thread lock joint, destroying its 

effectiveness.

 23 Final tightening is carried out with a torque 

wrench. This has to be done according to the torque 

figures in the workshop manual for the particular 

differential fitted to your Land Rover.

 24 On this particular differential, Ashcroft knew 

that the height from the top of the pinion should be 

between 76.1 and 76.2mm. The reading they got 

was 76.22mm, which was deemed to be perfectly 

acceptable. If it had been outside the acceptable 

range the pinion height would have had to be 

adjusted by adding or removing shims beneath the 

pinion, as necessary. However, it’s rare for a diff that 

hasn’t been badly worn to need any adjustment in 

this area.

 25 The assembled Quaife differential and 

crownwheel are lowered into position in the  

casing after first checking that they’re going in  

the right way round. You can’t get it wrong 

because the crownwheel matches the cutaway 

inside the casing.

 26 Note that the adjustment nuts are threaded. It’s 

essential that the threads on the nuts bed fully into 

the threads in the casing...
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Before having these diffs fitted, I 
envisaged what would happen if you’d 
fitted Quaife diffs to the axles and were 
waiting on an icy slope to pull away. 
You might find that all the drive went to 
either the front or the rear axle because 
of the open centre diff in the transfer 
casing. OK, you could always stop and 
apply the centre diff lock but that 
wouldn’t be much use if a 20-tonne truck 
was bearing down on you! It seems to me 
that it’s something of a false economy to 
fit torque-sensing diffs to the axles but 
not to the differential. So here’s what’s 
involved in fitting a Quaife ATB Helical 
LSD unit to the differential unit.

 1 The complete transfer gearbox, the unit that sends drive to both axles, 

was collected from Autoland 4x4, who removed and refitted the main units for 

Ashcroft Transmissions.

 2 It’s helpful at this stage to have an idea how the transfer box’s parts fit 

together and what they’re called, so:

Quaife limited slip centre differential

 33 This picture from the workbook used by Ashcroft 

Transmissions shows acceptable patterns on the teeth 

of the crownwheel. The bottom four are typical faults, 

where the crownwheel position would need adjustment.

 34 Note that the area of contact on the ‘backs’ of 

the teeth (correctly described as the ‘drive’ side) 

have to be checked as well.

 35 With tensions correct, drive in the lock pins to 

prevent the adjustment nuts from turning.

 36 Earlier, Ashcroft had fitted the bearing bolts  

so that the adjustment nuts could be set. However, 

it’s crucially important that thread lock isn’t applied 

until you’re ready to torque each bolt down, as 

already explained. Now, one at a time, each  

bearing bolt is removed and cleaned of any old 

thread lock. New thread lock is applied and the bolt 

is refitted and tightened down to the recommended 

torque setting.

 37 Ashcroft Transmissions’ work was done,  

and the differentials were returned to Autoland. 

Their mechanic applied silicone gasket to the  

diff (no paper gaskets were used on this  

version)...

 38 ...offered up the diff carefully, taking care not to 

disturb the liquid gasket...

 39 ...and placed it on the studs on the axle casing 

before refitting the nuts that had been removed the 

previous day.

 40 The half shafts do have paper gaskets, and new 

ones were fitted...

 41 ...before sliding each half shaft into place. A 

measure of jiggling is often required to persuade 

the splines on the half shaft to enter those on the 

differential.

 42 With front and rear axles fully reassembled, 

the last job is to top up with (in this case) semi-

synthetic differential oil. Note that earlier vehicles, 

those whose oil seals weren’t designed for use with 

synthetic oil, will almost certainly spring a leak if 

synthetic oil is used.
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FRONT OUTPUT HOUSING COMPONENTS

DIFFERENTIAL COMPONENTS

1  High/low cross shaft housing

2  Bolt – high/low cross shaft 

housing

3  ‘O’ ring

4  High/low cross shaft and lever

5  Dog clutch

6  Front output shaft

7  Hollow plug

8  Detent plug – differential lock

9  Detent spring – differential lock

10  Detent ball – differential lock

11  Differential lock warning lamp 

switch

12  Lock nut

13  Front output housing

14  Spring and clips – differential 

lock

15  Differential lock selector fork

16  Side cover

17  Bolt – side cover

18  Bolt – front output housing

19  High/low selector finger

20  Differential lock selector shaft

21  Plug

22  Bearing spacer

23  Output shaft bearing

24  Circlip

25  Oil seal

26  Output shaft flange and mud 

shield

27  Felt washer

28  Steel washer

29  Self-locking nut

30  Differential lock selector finger 

and shaft

31  ‘O’ rings

32  Differential lock selector housing

33  Bolt – housing

34  Selector lever

35  Washer

36  Self-locking nut

37  Neutral warning lamp switch – 

Range Rover Classic – if fitted

38  Gasket – high/low cross shaft 

housing*

39  Gasket – front output housing*

40  Gasket – side cover plate*

* Up to serial no 288709E.

1  Retaining ring

2  Differential carrier – rear half

3  Low range gear

4  High/low hub

5  High/low selector sleeve

6  High/low selector shaft

7  High/low selector fork

8  Setscrew – high/low selector fork

9  High range gear

10 High range gear bush

11  Differential rear bearing

12  Bearing outer track

13  Bearing retaining nut

14  Dished thrust washers

15  Planet gears

16  Cross shafts

17  Sun gears

18  Selective thrust washers

19  Differential carrier – front half

20  Bolt – differential carriers

21  Differential front bearing

22  Bearing outer track

23  Selective shim
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 9 Once again, the soft-faced tapping stick 

was used to break the seal. Always hammer on 

strong points on the case, never on the relatively 

vulnerable smooth areas of the casting.

 10 Inside is the standard ‘open’ differential – ‘open’ 

meaning that there’s nothing to stop all the drive 

going to a pair of spinning wheels on an axle, 

leaving the wheels on the other axle stuck and 

static. A limited slip diff prevents this.

 11 Go round to the other side of the casing and 

take out the speedometer drive.

 12 There are four different speedo drive gears 

available – the blue (fitted) and red shown here, 

plus black and yellow. Each has a different number 

of teeth, and the correct gear has to be selected to 

suit wheel/tyre size and final drive ratio, if they’ve 

been changed from standard. My speedo had been 

reading about 18% too fast (I’d checked it with a 

satnav), but the red gear put things absolutely right.

 13 The nut holding the intermediate gear pin in 

place was a swine to remove!

 14 After removing it, take off the nut and tap the 

pin right up to the casing...

 15 ...before drifting it right through and out the 

other side.

 16 Thus released, the intermediate gears are 

withdrawn from the casing.

 17 Remove the differential components by turning 

the assembly on its side and lifting the casing up and 

away.

 18 Remove the selector fork and shaft from the 

original, open differential.

 3 Start by removing the detent plug from the side 

of the transfer box case. Be sure to hang on to the 

plug, spring and ball found beneath.

 4 Next remove the bolts holding the high/low 

cross shaft housing in place.

 5 Give it several smart raps with a soft-faced 

mallet to unstick the liquid gasket.

 6 Follow the same approach with the 

intermediate gears’ cover plate – ie remove the 

screws and give it several clouts from different 

angles to dislodge the plate. Note that it’s 

extremely bad practice to use a lever pushed 

between the two faces – there’s the minor risk 

of distorting the plate and the very major risk of 

damaging the mating surfaces and causing an oil 

leak later.

 7 The neutral warning lamp switch and washer 

(not always fitted) are unscrewed and removed from 

the side of the casing.

 8 A ring of bolts holds the differential casing to 

the main casing.
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MAIN CASING COMPONENTS

1  Main casing

2  Retaining plate

3  Bolt – retaining plate

4  Stake nut – intermediate shaft

5  Bearings and outer tracks – mainshaft input gear

6  Mainshaft input gear*

7  Selective shim

8  Gasket†

9  Mainshaft input gear bearing housing

10  Oil feed plate‡

11  ‘O’ ring‡

12  Gasket†

13  Cover plate/power take-off cover*

14  Bolt – cover plate

15  Countersunk screw – bearing housing

16  Oil temperature switch‡

17  Neutral warning lamp switch and washer – not 

Range Rover Classic‡

18  Bearings and outer tracks – intermediate gears

19  Circlips

20  Collapsible spacer

21  Intermediate gears

22  Gasket†

23  Bottom cover plate

24  Bolt – bottom cover plate

25  ‘O’ rings – intermediate shaft

26  Intermediate shaft

27  Mainshaft oil seal

28  Locating dowel

29  Detent plug – high/low selector

30  Detent spring – high/low selector

31  Detent ball – high/low selector

32  Interlock solenoid‡

33  Cover – interlock solenoid‡

34  Bolt – interlock solenoid cover‡

35  Belleville washer‡

* Defender mainshaft input gear and Discovery 

power take-off cover plate illustrated.

† Up to serial no 288709E.

‡ If fitted.
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The first time the new diffs were used 
in anger was when I collected 2.5 
tonnes of logs with my one-tonne 
(unladen) Atlas trailer, pushing the 
towing weight up to its maximum. All 
four wheels spun against the huge 
forces behind it, and my Defender 
travelled sideways and forwards at the 
same time until the trailer was pulled 
clear of the soft, clinging sand.
 The addition of three Quaife diffs 
has completely transformed certain 
aspects of my Land Rover’s behaviour. 
If I pull away rapidly on a very slippery 
road, I know that all four tyres will now 
grip almost instantaneously. On the 
other hand, normal use on the road 
shows no difference whatsoever in 
terms of handling or noise. It seems like 
a win-win to me!

 29 After tightening the nut, drift over the lock tabs.

 30 Reinsert the fully assembled Quaife diff into the 

main casing.

 31 Treat the output housing to a bead of non-

setting gasket sealant...

 32 ...before refitting it. The rebuilt transfer box 

assembly is then finished off on the bench.

 33 Finally, bolt the box back into place, reconnect 

everything and...

 34 ...fill to overflow plug level with semi-synthetic 

transmission oil. It’s worth noting that synthetic oil 

isn’t suitable unless specified in the handbook for 

your vehicle. Use it in an early vehicle, for which the 

seals aren’t suitable, and it will almost certainly pour 

out again.

 19 Ashcroft have a special adapter fabricated 

to sit over the bearing retaining nut, but even 

with this in place the nut may be difficult to 

dislodge.

 20 With the nut removed, a hydraulic press is 

used to push the differential and carrier from 

the low-range gear, the high-range gear and 

the bearing...

 21 ...separating the differential from the 

components that will be used again. The bearing on 

the original diff is left in place...

 22 ...because new bearings will be fitted to the 

Quaife diff.

 23 After drifting on the new front differential 

bearing, turn the diff over and slide on the  

low-range gear – the right way round, of  

course!

 24 It’s interesting that Quaife require the use of 

the earlier, smaller high/low selector hub (left) 

rather than the one used on later transfer boxes 

(right). Dave Ashcroft tells me that he has never 

encountered any wear or reliability issues with 

the earlier type of hub so it’s not obvious why 

Land Rover made the change, and there doesn’t 

seem to be any disadvantage in going over to the 

earlier one.

 25 The selector hub is followed up with  

the high/low selector sleeve and the high-range 

gear.

 26 Put on the high range gear bush...

 27 ...followed by a new bearing...

 28 ...and a new retaining nut.
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